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Applied Research, Inc. is pleased to submit this final report on an added
scope to Contract NASB-34337 with NASA/MSFC. This contract has centered on
tasks which support the Beta Flight Test Experiment which uses an aircraft-
borne laser Doppler velocimeter to measure the aerosol backscatter
coefficient. Tasks reported on under this added scope of work are:
A. Using the Beta algorithms developed in previous studies the
contractor will examine the 1982 Beta Flight Test Data for determining the
Atmospheric Backscatter coefficient.
B. Install a signal processing/enhancement program from earlier studies
and provided by the COR on a computer mutually selected by the contractor and
the COR.
C. Perform a preliminary analysis to determine the signal processing
methods which appear to be prime candidates for combining, to yield enhanced
processing capabilities for low signal-to-noise ratios.








2. BETA FLIGHT TEST DATA ANALYSIS
ORIGINAL PACE 1
OF POOR QUALly`Y
Applied Research, Inc. has calculated atmospheric backsca,
data taken by NASA in the summer. of 1982• See the Applied Res+
NASA entitled "Beta Expej-iment Flight Report, Contract No. NABS-34337, August
1982" for a descriptipza of the various flights. This data was taken by a
Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) operating in a single particle detection mode.
The single particle detection mode utilizes a focus position where the
majority of backscatter detections is singular. A. focus of 10 meters was




Applied Research's ;plan to generate atmospheric bsokscatter values for
I_




following; sections and Appendix A contains a complete listing. in order to
set up the computer code for automatic processing, several computational
r<:
quantities had to be defined. These quantities were:
	
r
1) Establish correlation between signal value and channel number
on the signal processor.
2) Establish the	 S/N' value that corresponds to „ zero Area",	 a
c^
ii	 i.e., determine absolute scale for S/N vs. Area.
2	
..
developed algorithm which required the single particle count data (histograms)
as input. The output of this computer code is the atmospheric backscatter
coefficient calculated from single particle data and is called "single
particle R." NASA also requested that Applied Research process the volume
data channel. Therefore, code was generated to also output a volume channel1,7 	 R





3) Leff at 10 meters.
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Applied Research had previously performed the LDV system calibration
under Contract No. NAS8-34337- However, operation of the LDV at a focus of 10
meters required that additional data be taken to completely define the LDV
system. The additional data was taken by W. Jones of NASA and consisted of
the data required to calculate Leff at 10 meters and the waist SIN at a 10
meter focus. Applied Research's "Final Report - Beta Experiment" has a
description of Leff and how it is calculated for an LDV system.
Signal Processor Channel Calibration data is required to establish the
correlation between signal value and signal bin (channel) on the signal
processor. This relationship was established by W. Jones of NASA and is shown
in'Figure 1. This curve was used for all single particle S predictions in
^
this report.
In Applied Research Final Report —Beta Experiment, a plot showing the
S /N	 a
relative relationship between Signal/Noise/Cross-section ( Q ) and Areajt
(Figure 2) was presented. Since plot has an arbitrary scale, it was necess-ry
1
to establish an absolute scale for Signal/Noise/Cross-section vs. Area. This
,.	 is the "single particle calibration" which was done using a sandpaper disk at
a focus of 10 meters. The following section contains the theoretical argument
}
for the single particle calibration.
is
• Single Particle Calibration
In terms of the backscattering elements 6 i
 of a rotating disk, the
f	 signal is S _	 Q1 gi where gi is the gain in the region of the i l, element.
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differential, then, 8 - K AR	 g da.	 This can be rewritten as	 S - p1g(a)dao
a da
where	 P * do is the bidirectional reflectance of the surface and is
assumed independent or as Since g * S/o, Figure 141 can be used to obtain the
calibration constant C where g * 0 •$/ ,a - Cg' -	 C is some constant which will
give the proper value to the equation	 where S' is the
sigiAal return from a sandpaper disk at 10 meters, and g' is the relativel$,
scaled S/NIC, data. Figure 3 shows the calibration data which resulted from
,1-hLs exercise, ""Ilis data allow s a signal/noise i'sigma to be associated with a
particular area at a 10 meter -focus.





0, a cross-seetion can be produced for each signal bin on the
signal processor. This association of cross-section with signal bin was
coloulated for each single particle G> prediction.
Algorithm Description
When 811 of the required information was completed, Applied Resear0i
A	 4	 4.	 A,1	 41	 A	 1 4	 1 41 4.1%
d
4:1	 A 4	 414prowee v	 a ou up as compu er ov e w , v ; woo %A auvwma a	 TZ a M" VA:W %.; V44Q.
The computer prediction code has major sections which are repeated over and
over until ohs data is exhausted. The first section is a subro4tine (OETDAT)
to read the data off disk and translate the proper values to work, arrays. The
second section does the noise calculations for both the volume and single
particle channels of the data. Both oaloulatimis are done by using the data
to "look up" the noise values in a table. A linear interpolation is done in
the table to obtain the fiiia) values. 1,k1he third s%tation is the subroutine
(PATANAL) which is the single particle 6 inveriion routine.
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	 S/N /o VERSUS AREA
(Absolute Scale)
7
The BETA Data is packed into 768 byte records of the Signal V computer.
Each record of data must be decoded tnto the 384 words which are identified in
Table 1• The alternating noise samples were used to calculate a "noise





r ^^	 monitoring the integrated volume $ word in the noise set of data and then
I	 calculating what noise (in dbm) corresponded to this value by using a 	 r
i^	 "calibration table look up" with linear interpolation, The noise data blocks
were further utilized by subt m sting off the noise hits in each bin for the
single particle BETA Data. Care was taken to compensate for bandwidth
differences between single particle noise and volume channel noise data.
^t
The Beta Inversion Algorithm requires approximately 10,000 particle hitlfi
to be accurate; therefore, the data had to be combined in most cases in order
to obtain the 10,000 partiole Count minimum. When this was done, the time
that corresponds to the data was also averaged over the data-taking interval.
Therefore, the output of the algorithm was single particle $ versus time.
However, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between input data records 	 i
	
+A	 and output data points due, to the combining which occurs when the number of
j	 single particle hits is low. 	
$y
	 3
A volume backscatter coefficient was also calculated for the same data as
	
,{{	 for the single particle Q. This data requires integration since the LDV was
focused at 10 meters where it is likely that most of the time single particles
occupied the sensitive focal volume of the LDV. A volume ^ is normally
f	 defined as the backscatter return from a collection of particles_ measured at	 !	 3
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Sd"is the signal to noise return of a sandpaper disk at 10 meters, Po is the
bidirectional reflectance of sandpaper and Leff is the effective length of the
LDV while focused at 10 meters. Leff was calculated by using data generated
by W. Jones at 10 meters which is shown in Figure 4. The corresponding Leff
is plotted in Figure 5, which shows how this data point fits in with othlr
data points calculated by Applied Research.
The integrated signal, Vs , in the volume channel was calculated by
subtracting off the average noise signal (V n) for that time interval. The
r `
	
	 signal return from a sandpaper disk at 10 meters at the focal volume waist and
the bidirectional reflectance of the sandpaper disk were supplied by W. Jones
of NASA.
Prediction Results
A total of 23 flights were processed by Applied Research. 	 Some flights
jiad problems with the data which were caused by data transfer, but the lerge
majority did not.	 The	 prediction algorithm had only two cases where it did
t
t not attempt to process the data;	 (1)	 If the airplane airspeed is less than
250 knots (such as at takeoff or landing) and (2) if the last signal bin
contained more than 5,000 hits.	 Case No. 2 occurs whenever dense clouds aret
{ being flown through and since the algorithm predictions are inadequate here,
the data is ignored.	 Figures 6 through 27-A show plots of single particle
G and volume	 S as a function of time.	 Figures 28 through 49 show the average
f
aerosol backscatter cross-section as a function of time.	 Figures 50 through.




time on each plot is in minutes, calculated by multiplying the military hour






because none of the data was processable by the single particle	 prediction
algorithm. Other gaps in the data occur because of the two cases listed
above. Noto that there are some single particle 0 predictions on some flights
which get very large. These instances correspond to cloud cases. In general
those large values of B cannot be considered as accurate since the algorithm
was not set up to handle high density large particles. The corresponding
average cross-sections and densities would also be suspect: Figure 27-A shows
the result of processing with only 1000 single particle hits. These results
are not significantly different from those for 10,000 hits and indicate that
shorter flight intervals per output beta point may be possible. Further
analysis of this question is required.
The single particle and volume backscatter coefficients differ by a
constant offset, the origin of which is not presently understood. This error
may be found in the calibration techniques or processor assumptions. An
evaluation of the uncertainties in the backscatter coefficient determinations
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3. LDV SIGNAL PROCESSING ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION
Applied Research has utilized and modified a signal processing code
written by the Wave Propagation Laboratory of NOAA. This code was written for
a Data General machine and utilized on the Sigma V computer at MSFC.
Conversion and implementation of this code constituted a significant task. A
listing of this code as it was utilized in this study is given in Appendix B.
A flow chart of the complete code is given in Figure 72.
Basically the code is capable of generating a sinusoidal signal with
noise or a narrow band random process signal with noise, and processing this
signal. according to selected algorithms to give frequency estimates. It is
the narrow band signal which is appropriate for LDV studies. The code was
used in these studies to generate the standard deviation of the mean frequency
a
estimate as a function of the input signal-to -noise for a narrow band random	 t
process, over an ensemble of 1000 different cases for each point. This
quantity leads directly to the expected velocity error for a given case.
Use of the Code
The signal processing program used by Applied Research, Inc. is listed on
the NASA computer system as ARIDAN and XARIDAN. The ARIDAN is the fortran
listing of the program, while XARIDAN is the executable source.
There are two ways of running the program. One is to execute a command
file labeled DANCMD. This will set the .logical unit number ten for terminal
output. The second way is for the user to set the logical unit ten for a
terminal output, then start XARIDAN.
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program will need to know if the user wants sinusoidal or narrow band random
process synthetic data. The program will then list the available estimators
and give the user an option to use or not use them. Then depending on which
estimators are being used, the program will ask for inputs needed to run those
estimators.
Inputs that are common to every estimator are: (1) the frequency of
synthetic data (FREQ); (2) for narrow band random processes, the standard
deviation of the signal (SIGMA); (3) the signal to noise ratio of data (SNR);
(4) the number of input data points (NTOT); (5) the length of the transform
for spectrum (NPTS); (6) Hanning window for fourier transform (IWNDW); (7) the
number of estimates (NEST); (8) type of spectrum plot (LOGSC'L); and (9) does
user want a hard copy of input parameters.
The number of input data points and the length of the transform determine
the size of the signal generated. If NTOT ,`.s less than NPTS the program
generates a signal of size NPTS. If NTOT is greater than NPTS the program
will generate a signal with the size the closQst power of two larger than
NTOT.
When the Fast Fourier Transform estimator is used the system will ask for
the FFT averaging time constant. This parameter is used to set the number of
times a block average will be done.
When the Adaptive Filter - Weights estimator is used the system will need
to know the order of the filter (LORD) and also the normalized adaptive
constant (ALPHA).
When Adaptive Filter - Predicted estimator is used the system will need
the same parameters as Adaptive Filter - Weights but will also require some
others. The program will need to know the number of samples to use in the




filter with the Xulti-Lag Complex Covariance estimator. This option was added
by Applied Research.
Finally, when the Multi-Lag Complex Covariance estimator is used the
system will need to know the order of the estimator.
After inputs, the program will clear the screen and make the plot of the
first time series and ask user if a hard copy is wanted.
The program will then proceed to the signal processing and a plot of the
power spectrum for each estimator will be made. After the processing is done
the terminal bell will ring twice and a question mark will be displayed. This
gives the user the time to make a hard copy from the terminal and then press
return to continue.
The program then clears display and asks the user if a histogram is
wanted. Choices of histograms are power, frequency, and width. If user does







Analysis and Simulation of Processing Methods
	 OF POOR QUALITY
In a previous report (Final Report on Contract No. NAS8-34337, June 1982)
i"	 I
the application of adaptive filtering to LDV processing has been considered.
	 l
It was seen (Figure 6.5) that an adaptive linear predictive filter (ALPF)
offers several dB improvement over the pulse pair processor within a large
i
range of SIN values for the input signal. However, the theoretical limit
	 !'
(Cramer-Rao Bound) for improvement is still beyond this, indicating that
significant further inprovement is possible. The poly-pulse-pair (PPP)
processor was know to follow the linear predictive filler result but
theoretical or simulated results for the ALPF preceding the PPP processor had
	 j
not been obtained. Under the present task, results for the PP S processor (on
the figure called multi-lag =4 case), and the ALPF have been separately
simulated. Then the two processors have been cascaded with the ALPF preceding
j
the PPP. As a baseline, the result of an FFT on the input has been calculated
A-I
4
using the multi-lag L=1 algorithm.
The processing simulated was taken to be appropriate to the MSFC pulsed
system, with a sampling rate of 15 MHz. A Doppler frequency of 4.5 MHz was
r;
assumed, although this is incidental to the result. A narrow band random
process signal was synthetically generated with a standard deviation of .02'
yielding a velocity standard deviation of .48 m/sec for a total spread of
about 1 m/sec. A data sequence of 64 points was used, corresponding to a 4




The PPP processor was taken to have four lags, and the ALPF was taken to	 i
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Figure 7*A shows the result for the standard deviation of the velocity
error in predicting the mean value for the several methods mentioned above as
a function of the input signal-to-noise of the signal. One thousand spectral
estimates were run to obtain each point. The ordinate of this figure should
be multiplied by .795 to obtain the velocity error in meters per second, The
results of this analysis are summarized as follows:
1. There is probably no significant difference in any of the methods at
the extreme points + i0 dB.
2	 In between the extreme points, there is a region (near 5 dB) where
the PPP method and the cascaded processor (ALPF followed by PPP) give the same
result; there is a region (near 0 db) where the PPP is slightly better (about
-5 db) than the cascaded processor; and there is a region (near -5 db) where
the cascaded processor is somewhat better (about 1 db) than the PPP processor
The FFT (multi-lag order = 1) is the least desirable in all these cases, but
serves as a standard of comparison.
The concl;zsion from the results is that optimum processing techniques may
depend upon the signal-to-noise level. In such a case, a more detailed
mapping of the various regions would be in order. This was not possible under
the present contract because of the long run times required. However, these
results indicate that the use of an adaptive filter as a part of the
processing chain will lead to an improvement over the PPP processor of around
one db for the pulsed LDV system near - 5 db.
A remaining question which must be addressed concerns the convergence
time of the adaptive filter. There is no theoretical work available at this
time on this question for narrow band random processes, to the author's
knowle^ e. These simulations have been guided by results for sinusoidal
signals.. It must yet be established ghat an adaptive filter can adapt using
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70000 c	 RON &^ RICHTE;
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11,000 c
6000 C OL01	 PAX	 ENTROPY*
21.0 00 3_	 PAX	 ENTROPY—YULE/hALKEF--PL0,1















54 -	 54 * 003 ISA(4)=*FALSE*
L°5 -	 5S.Ou0 1	 FALSE
56 -	 56 * 000 fSl%(6 ).-'.FALSE.
57 57.000 lbw(7)=*FALsE-q---.
8 5be000 JSw(b)=oFALSEo




6 1 .SLR 0	 --jY h I I	 FAL 5 E.
r, 2 -	 t; 2.000 I	 IA (12)=,FALSF.
t 3 F A L$ f
'4 64. 000 IFA(14)=.FALSL•
t 5. 5., 000  .-	 - I ',' .. ( 15) =_9
- L 6 66.000	 C
0 679 000	 C INIIIALIZE	 PLOTTING	 PACKAGE
68 ti e, 000	 C
—0 .	 .._.. . t,9:.000__	 .. C A4,L 1NITT-000Y.—
70 70.000	 C
— 71 ---.71,000 T.-UP 9-1- F A ?AXE T.E
72 72.000	 C
0	 -Ckl.L INPUT
74 '74. 000	 C
"V	 C Q 0- C
7t.000 
	 C INITIALIZE	 ARRAYS t 	 OPEN	 FILES,	 ETC.
77 -----77.0.00_  C
78 7&. 000 CALL	 INIT
11	
73-AS-Q o C
CO 8 0 0 0 0 G C IF	 %E	 ARE EXAMINING	 AN OLD	 SPCMCP	 GO TO HISTOGRA
2 62. 000 1 F	 TSIPC o EQ * i	 Go "id 
3. 3. COO _C
^4 84.000	 C GU	 IlikOUGH	 THE	 DIFFERENT	 ESTIVATORS	 NEST (IJWuEER
^5 rz AJU D C	 i) 45J	 m
bb t. 000	 C
7-
88 6b*0*00 NPTSF2=hPTSF
P 9 00 1510=1
90 90.000 FLAGG=0
R U E
92 92,000 00	 129	 IDA1=1.,LORD
M t.
93 'm--93 - 000	 1 ^ j A V	 1 1) A I	 W QT	 I D.A I
U	 94 94. 000 fiC	 10	 1RLZ=Is1OrNPST
y 5 9'-)	 Q 0 Q --  I k T = ' l.FL Z
9b 000	 C
--9
98 96.000	 C —AN()—STOREGET	 DATA,	 IT	 IN	 SIG
99
100
9.9 -a 0 ►
-	 1000 COO	 C NSL' rp =O--*lNDlCATLS	 THIS	 IS	 FIkST TINE	 Thy(
^
101 -	 101 • 000	 C NJ T-- A. Yl
1 C 2 -	 1 02	 000	 C
a' 105
ORIGNAL PAGE IS
I F — 10b.000 C PLOI	 COMPLEX T14L	 SERIES
1C9 — 109.000 C
119.000 C
r) 1 20,000




,4 134.000 C ALLC%S	 IT	 TO Dn
	
AN FFT	 ON	 ALL	 INPUT POINTS
	
(NTCT)
1 ,19	 — 131 q	 000 100 NDAT=64
140. 000 NPTS^=NPTSF2
CALL	 SFIFET







=	 I V, ,,	 COO CALL	 SI'CAV	 (	 1 51, I wLL)	 OF POOR QUALITY
15t.000 c
1	 -	 1`7.005 C ILr,T
	 IF	 UiSI:,EU
-	 1 SC+. C00 C
_j 5ti.000- --- IF (I SwS y 1)	 CALL	 PLSPFC_J- 1STj -	 	 --
-	 lb p .CGO C





109000 G	 T, - 	40
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-__1 6 5 0 G U o C- -
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c 1	 . 000 C
.. 1 . C00 C
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^2	 C00 C
4-:	 -.CCU C
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.2 s(. C00 DC	 `10	 If AA= 1,LOPD
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• 2.1	 000 NhAT=LOF D
!^. C00  Nf TSF=NFTS
C.00 , U GC	 511	 ICA=LORC)+1,4 • VPTSF	 ~
4. • •000 CALL	 SLIfET
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000 C
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_ - --	 _
SIC(I)=k(1)	 -	 - - --
^?	 .OJO b05 C_oN71 NUE
3. .003 NI	 =	 L'OkL•2
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4. Coo 11c	 dio
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_ -	 - -- —	 ---	
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IF CO TO 340
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G.coo C IF	 ftx	 ENTPOPY	 OR	 ADAFTIVF	 FSIINATCPS	 NOT	
-
5410000 C _S_PtC lF 1 E-D	 A%0. IF	 w_ULT 1- LAC	 C0to ?lLL Y	 CAV_ANI A-%C E
-
i 2.000 C 15	 SFECIFIFD f 	THi1.	 GET	 NUNtiER	 CF	 LAGS	 (GRDER)
b!4.000 X40 lF	 (L- q U .EL.	 -1	 .ANU.	 GO	 TU	 341
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g o 000 c
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V J 0_ c
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.^4. COO 1 hl'Ul F PEW
S.000 G UTPUT FP<EU
t 0 0 0 C	 ----
_	 7.000 C	 _ A_ND IF - 1T - 'S NURP !)ATA, itt -NEEG .- A h-ICTH,. q
",b.000 C
-Z
x.000	 _	 I F ^ISVhI^AT ._Fl y . 2) C O TU 2. 323 __
	







 "+ C00	 CC TC 3o ,
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t .-C 0 0 GUT, UT
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.; 1 G'1A
. 0 7 . C 0 0
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'111000 350 OUTPUT	 ':5T1 1, A7EU .► 10E-hAN1)	 SNk	 OF	 CATA	 (CP)'^SKa
"I d,000 c
3.000 C GFT	 1nF014 4ATION	 AnOUT	 FFT PFOC'ESSING
14. 000 C
x:.000 .lbl IF	 (W-T	 .LT.	 1)	 GO TO	 3LO
_ 11 4 000  OUTtlUT	 'TOTAL,	 NUMECk	 OF	 INPUT	 DATA	 POINTS'
,7b. 0(l0 1NFUT	 N71T
100000 CUTFUT	 NTUFT
0.000 IEPCFLT=O
--^h^„._C!0 If _his.(1).C^+.ISw^:1.Ok.ISk^^ . .CR.TSN	 1_).CR.ISw^S^.CRLI"^.(^	 ----	 -
2.000 •.Ck.ISw(0)	 15NCNLT=1
J.G Ih	 (ISFCrLT	 .F6,p	 1)	 GO	 TO	 361
5 F 4.00'0 CC	 Tu	 jr v
.lt7 CUTE ' l T	 'L!- NC1F	 CE	 T L ANSFf ^ v	 h Ch	 ')PLCT1• Ua	 (PC REF	 OF 	 2)'
't




G0--c —- —	 —----
	 -	 --
'	 '5,000 C Cl,=*0	 IF	 IT'S	 APPkCPFIATE	 TC	 ASP	 1► ECUT	 wI%DLMINC
40OUO C (IF	 IT	 ISo	 UO	 1'')
i.uj0 30i 1h(1Sa(1).UF•ISw(5).OK.ISr,(0)	 GO	 TO	 391
oon C C	 '­Y2	
_	 __ ..	 - . -
_	 _T(;
S o 4,0S0 3101 CUTFUT	 'wINULw1NC	 FOk	 FOUnIER	 TKANSFCk	 S	 (1/0)'
CCO 1'.NUT	 1 ok'.UM
CC, ) Cl)TPU T 	 1 a%:ja
IJ
 97 , C"0 C
-








t- n I * M) Go To	 3v4
1'2.O00 393 CUTFUT	 'h F 1	 AVEkAGING	 TI v E	 CGNTSTANT'
0, v J, C00
--
-1NVUT	 !.AV	
-	 - --	 -	 -	 -----..-	 --
, 04.000 CUTFUT	 %AV
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- -- Ih	 •''F `T,(;T,) 0093	 %' ST=1000	 --- -	 -
61C.000 IF	 (151'CHLT	 .LU * 	1)	 Gil	 TtJ	 395
t^:1 GOU _ CC T(	 X96 _
	
-- - - ---	 -	 -----
-
t	 d.00J 395 ULTPUT	 'Sl, ! M7	 Ufy	PLnTS:	 LENFAP	 (0)	 Ok	 LCG(1 )'
F f ?. 000 _ — INPUT	 LOGSCL -
u 4.000 OUTPUT	 LnGSCL




E	 0 C  I'.f'UT	 wCT 









^.._-- -- ------	 --
2.000 C IjtlTNU1'1NPl)T	 wCTS(,*,)'
115
2:1.000	 C__	 I%r,UT	 hCTS(4)
24.000	 OUTPUT'U0	 V(U	 WANT	 HOCOPY	 I-VES,O-NC'
25.000	 _	 _	 INrUT	 HUANS
620.000	 IF	 (Hf ANS.EG	 1.4
	
)CALL HDCUPV	 - —^ 
?7. C00	 CALL 6 pASF	 _	 _
.?E. 000	 RE Tl ► kN	 -
s ? S . 000 	 F N 1, _	 _	 _ _ _	 ORIGINAL PACE-18..
-
1 -31:
3 0 000  C - -_ _ _
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" • c.•Cu)	 C• ......................................,...............................
-7.000	 C	 --
0	 0000	 C	 THE,	 CR,'.NL	 7`ITIALI?ING	 kOUTINE
t !S. C00	 C	
--	 -_	 __-	 --^ - ---4(	 C20
	 l
41.C"0	 .......................................................................
t4.. C', 0	 C	 --	 -	 -
_ 1 4-'. C00	 CcwMr%/Si+F C/	 1 SNCFL(7 ), I SPC
44.000	 CCM&,Cti/INITIAL/ 	 IkN,IFF, %o TfuP	 -	 -	 --- `—
_14`.000	 Ct^^0	 N;. ST,I. A V,1 r_", T l l.'II , w,L-C4D f ALPHA,wC_T5	 1"1r^N0-_
:t.CGJ CC rv ('./SIGNI/	 c1 :(1024
	 6SL7(1024),k%P C 	IC 24),
1 7.cU0	 1NrTSF,'.F TS,,IBS'. 	 T,tiTl1T,'1_^NT,F'SIG,Sh^F^S!^F,	 -
c 4E.003
	
21SYN. AT,GSIC,GN( ► JSf',Fir:U,SIGr^A
' 44.Ov0 _-	 CCwwCa/I',.Si
	
>rn '',-'A(10), 1CT,LOG;,C L,F :kST, 1FXFL,LNA%'F(4),LFL
>O.000	 C(w%or'A/L^4LS/1 AurL(20,o)
^ i 1.00o	 _L( ,1 CAL	 FIk51,L1'L
E5i0000	 CLwPLEX	 S1G,wGTS
`3. Cco	 D144NS10%	 DATUy5(2048)
`4.0" 0 -	 -- U1 10 ASION	 ICAT( 1024)	 -	 --	 -------
t"	 0	 0	 Ft.UI^ALFNCL	 (CATUMS(1) 1 SIG	 1	 )
X7.000_100_	 MCkK(1)=('.
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